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Chicano demands
for space endorsed
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This park is where the !600 block of Magnolia would be if it existed.

The address that wasn’t;
no 1600 block found
by MA1,1% Itsiltits4
There is no 1600 block on Magnolia
Street in Oakland.
We went to check an address given recently by a young man who said he was from
the "Job Training for Minorities," group.
He was soliciting funds on campus for the
alleged charity organization.
The address he gave us was 1637 Magnolia, Oakland.
The check resulted after more than one
instance of men coming on campus for alleged
charity groups.
Among others, one of the groups mentioned
was the "Job Training for Minorities."
Magnolia street runs through a residential
and small business area in Oakland.
However, after the 1800 block, Magnolia

What’s inside:

stops and skips to the 1500 block. In between
is a park and an Oakland Recreation Department facility.
According to Bill Green, recreation
worker who answered the door, the address
of the building is 1651 Adeline --a street
running perpendicular to Magnolia.
He stated he had never heard of the "Job
Training for Minorities" group.

By DAN RUSSO
and FRED CORREA
Demands by the Chicano Steering Committee for fixed space in the Spartan Daily
recieved the support of the Committee for
Open Media (COM) yesterday at a rally on
Seventh Street.
Phil Jacklin, SJS philosophy professor and
spokesman for COM, said since the Spartan
Daily is a "state" newspaper on state property,
the Chicanos should have fixed space in the
paper or else the state would be limiting
free speech.
Last week, members of Los Estudiantes
de Atzlan, the Chicano organization of which
the steering committee is a part, confronted
the Daily editorial board with a demand for
the right to print the column "Mano a Mano"
in Spanish and control of one quarter page
of the Daily every day.
The Spartan Daily editorial board voted to
let "Mano a Mano" run in Spanish but rejected
the demand for the quarter page.
The editorial board reasoned that to let
various groups on campus control parts of
the Daily would defeat the paper’s goal of
being a service to the whole college community.
Jacklin yesterday told the crowd of about
150 that under the First Amendment people
have the "right to protest and petition on
political and social issues."
Jacklin explained that when the First
Amendment was made, there existed several
individually owned newspapers which provided
several different viewpoints.
Jacklin said "monopoly newspapers" of
today limit the public’s access to the media
and thus limit free speech.
"Any monopolized media must either pro-

vide opportunities for the free expression of
community spokesmen or abridge freedom of
speech," said Jacklin.
Jacklin indicated two actions the Chicano
Steering Committee should take:
Circulate a petition at SJS supporting
the establishment of a "community controlled
column" that would express Chicano issues.
Contact "other groups" on campus and
urge them to demand space in the Spartan
Daily.
Pete Michel, who writes "Mano a Mano,"
said the steering committee would consider
Jacklin’s proposals at their 4 p.m. meeting
that day.
Michel said that if other groups on campus such as the Blacks, math majors and
engineering students want a part of the
paper, the Chicanos "will back them up."
Michel said the steering committee is
going to take the case to A.S. council today.
"We’d like them (the council) to order Bob
Pellerin to give up one quarter page of the
Spartan Daily."
Michel did not say what the committee
would do if council does not act on their
demands, but that "further action will be
determined."
Following the speakers, entertainment was
provided by El Teatro De La Gente and the
band The Latin Soul.
El Teatro, composed of mostly SJS students presented a number of familiar Mexican
and Chicano folksongs.
Included in their
presentations were skits depicting the political oppression faced by the Chicano.
Willie Ballestero, outspoken band leader
for The Latin Soul, a local band concluded
the afternoon’s program.

Juan Antu speaks at Chicano rally.
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Campus minister attends session

3 men, 3 women seated in Davis trial
By BARBARA EVANS
Special to the Daily
After intensive questioning by both the
prosecution and defense, six jurors --three
men and three women --have been seated
in the murder, kidnap, and conspiracy trial
of Angela Davis.
The questioning of a seventh women
itiror by the defense is set to resume today.
If she is not challenged by either side, there

Bill Matlock

’Guy musto thought he was in a Shell commercial.’

will be only live more Jurors and possibly
four alternates to select in the already much postponed trial.
Once all the jurors are seated, possibly
by the end of next week, the trial of. the
28 -year -old former UCLA instructor will
begin. It is expected to last anywhere from
four to eight months.
Each of those jurors now seated on the
jury panel are still subject to a pre-emptory
challenge (no reason need be given to excuse)
by either side. Both the prosecution and
defense are allowed 10 pre-emptory challenges each.
Those seated on the jury yesterday were
Howard P. Atkinson, a building contractor;
James Messer, an air controller in Fremont;
and William E. Hotaling.
They join Mrs. Ruth Ruth, an insurance
company secretary; Mrs. Alice Evarts, an
accounting clerk at Sears; and Mrs. Mary
Borrelli, a housewife.
Hotaling, challenged for cause, retained
his seat when Judge Richard E. Arnason
denied the defense motion.
Defense attorney Leo Branton made the
motion on the basis that Hotaling could not
give Miss Davis a fair trial because of his
anti-Communist feelings.
The IBM engineer told the court he
thinks Communists desire the "violent overthrow" of the American government, but
insisted he could judge Miss Davis fairly.
Hotaling was previously challenged by the
defense on the same grounds when he underwent individual questioning Feb. 28. This
motion was also denied by Judge Arnason
when Hotaling stated he could give Miss Davis
a fair trial.
Defense attorneys have been questioning
each of the jurors closely as to their opinions
and beliefs on communism.
"We believe this case can’t be tried in a
vacuum," Branton told the jurors.’ We want
to know what effect her (Miss Davis’) communism has on each of you."

Messer, who spent 11 years in the Navy,
told Branton he had seen a few training films
on communism in the service, but did not
think Miss Davis’ Communist Party membership would effect his ability to judge the case.
A source close to the defense later
said present plans are for Miss Davis to
take the stand later in the trial.
Moore raised the question of Atkinson’s
opinions on gun ownership when he learned
Atkinson had hunted as a hobby for nearly
25 years.
"I think it is the right of American
citizens to bear arms, even if they belong
to the Communist Party of the United States,"
Atkinson said.
Atkinson also told the court he did not
hold Miss Davis’ communism against her,

thinks her case has been overplayed.
Atkinson also said he would like Miss
Davis to explain her side of the charges,
but said he realized she did not have to take
the stand.
Approximately 14 local clergymen, including Roy Hoch, SJS’ campus minister,
issued a statement before attending the
morning session of Miss Davis’ trial.
"We are not unmindful that the religious
communities of this country have made
sizable contributions to the hysteria that
creates enormous problems for an avowed
Communist to receive a fair trial in our
courts," said the statement.
"We deplore and repent of words and
deeds that have jeopardized justice anywhere
in the world "
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SJS legal program
gets good response
Legal counseling for SJS students, sponsored by the Associated Students has had
"tremendous response," said A.S. President
Mike Buck.
The free service has been in operation
for only three weeks, but plans are already
being considered to expand the program.
Every Tuesday and Wednesday from 10
a.m.-2 p.m. in the A.S. offices a lawyer
from the firm of Bowers and Priest is available to counsel students. However, a lawyer
will not be available today.
The lawyer gives advice but doesn’t represent students in court.
"Title 5 of the Education Code prohibits
the A.S. from hiring a lawyer except to give
advice," explained James Beall, A.S. housing
co-ordinator.

Buck said inlormation will be gathered
this semester on areas where students need
legal counseling. This information will help
in determining how to expand the program, he
said.
Buck said the A.S. is considering joining
a group legal aid program with Foothill
College.
However, Buck said this would probably
be more expensive since the A.S. would be
required to pay a set amount of money a
year.
The A.S. is paying Bowers and Priest
by the number of hours they work for the A.S.,
giving counseling and doing research.
Buck said, "I am very pleased with the firm
and they seem quite responsive to us."

United Profs express disgust over state college budget cuts
By LINNEA SMITH
and ABRAHAM ONI
Monday’s forum sponsored by the United Professors of California (UPC)
was quiet. No cause can seem to gain momentum when attendance is dwarfed by a
number of empty chairs, and this meeting went slower than anticipated.
Scheduled to last from noon to 3 p.m. in the C.U. Ballroom, the forum began
late and ended early, and never made a spark. The discussion period drew only
three questions.
"Governor Reagan insists that California has been very generous in its
support of public education and therefore we should be content. In fact, this is
far from reality."
Bud Hutchinson, Executive Secretary of UPC was the first of the panelists.
Last fall, the UPC came out with their budget for 1972-73. The state colleges
operating budget for next year was estimated at $428 million. However, the
trustees budget of $382 million -$46 million less than the UPC’s-was adopted by the
Governor.
"Of the 3,000 additional teachers needed for next year in the State College
system, Gov. Reagan recommended only 634. This imposes extra work on the
teachers. There will be more over -crowding and some classes will be dropped,"
said Hutchinson.
Another aspect of the budget which is of great concern to the UPC is the
elimination of EOP. The Governor insists there is no fund for this program.

"In 1970, the mean per capital expenditure by the 50 states was $68. In
This is intolerable to the UPC because both faculty and students will be affected,
California, it was $48. Of the 27 Western States public higher education, CaliHutchinson reiterated.
In regard to EOP, the United Professors of California recommended $5.2 fornia ranked 25th," lamented Prof. Hutchinson.
Pres. John Bunzel was no less bitter in blaming the Governor for the inademillion for the program. This recommendation would have allowed $600 for
each of the 1,032 EOP enrollees and $400 for each of the 618 continuing EOP quacies of the education budget.
Comparatively, the present budget is "better," hut "better" Is a relative term,
students.
The budget for EOP was reduced by the chancellor and the trustees to said Dr. Bunzel. The budget does not provide funds for the $17.5 million Central
$3.2 million. This allows $220 for each continuing student and $448 for every Library, faculty recruiting, ITV classes, research and the Education Opportunity
Programs.
new EOP student.
The SJS budget of $28 million approved by the Governor was $5.5 million
"But Reagan rejected this and did not allocate any funds for the EOP."
short of what the Trustees had recommended. stressed Pres. Bunzel.
said Hutchinson.
"Faculty salaries which have been increased by 17 per cent is good. It is bad
The inadequacies of the budget has mostly been overlooked because of
what Dr. Joachim Stenzel, Chairman of the SJS Academic Council, and one of when it is considered against the cost of living increase, which does not improve
position," emphasized the president.
the spokesman at the forum, called "cynical manipulation of statistics."
Later, he said, "I wtsh there would have been more people present. I don’t
Dr. Hutchinson noted that the state college budget was made to appear as know if students didn’t come because they were satisified with the educational
If teachers’ work load has not increased and will not increase as a result of the system as it is, or if they have become too cynical about the problems."
budget.
Student attendance comprised about half of the listeners, but A.S. Pres.
This was done by "gross underestimation of students who will attend college Mike Buck never showed. He had previously agreed to participate in the panel.
next year," said Hutchinson.
Other state colleges have had these forums. too. San Francisco State drew
Whereas the UPC’s projected student admission of 342,000 for next year was more people to the program by adding a folk singer.
Long Beach State had the same low attendance as SJS. "If the students don’t
based on 11.1 per cent yearly increase for the past five years, the Chancellor
care, then there is no hope," said Long Beach A.S. Pres. Bob Rogers.
refused to say what methodology he used in arriving at his figures.
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Today is International Women’s Day
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by Craig Shubert and Ted James
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Sixty-four years ago, on March
I. thousands of women took to
8,
the streets
New York’s lower east side in a show of strength against the
owners of factories (where men,
women and children slaved for
pennies a day) and the government that
denied women basic rights.
Working cla ss women from the
largely immigrant communities were
joined by a number of their middle
class sisters in demanding an end to
child labor, the 8 -hour day, the right
to organize unions,
decent
ho
g and
Sn
isu
II
the vote. Eventually many
these
reforms were won.

a

a

Two years later the Second InWomen
ternational Conference
Socialists, inspired by the struggle
of American women, passed a rec IWmen’s March 8 Insolution
Day. On this
ternational
day working people the world over
commemorated the contributions of
women to the fight of all oppressed
people for a better life.
Today in China and other socialist countries where women have
taken huge strides forward, and in
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the looks of these two."

Another step backward
Today eight of the 17 state
colleges will be running similar editorials asking that the Senate Rules
Committee thoroughly investigate
the three nominations for the state
college Board of Trustees made
last week by Gov. Reagan.
State college education may be
taking another step backward this
month with the possible approval
by the Senate Rules Committee of
the three new appointments to the
State College Board of Trustees.
Ever since GOV. Reagan took
office six years ago he has been
stacking the board with con5. 115 of Republiservative
can bearings.
.And. ever since Reagan took
office six years ago, the state college system has been steadily going
downhill in educational standards.
Where we were once in the top
five in education across the nation,
we have now dropped to 16th.
Now with four openings on the
board. Reagan had a chance to
appoint people who have a direct
gresand
interest in education
IIIor
p
sive movements. But he elected
to fill the spots with strong conservative interests.
Perhaps fearing massive student discontent. Reagan has submitted on!) sketchy biographies
of his four nominees.
Jeanette S. Ritchieformer
San Francisco State nursing in- structor and a member
the
IState Board of Education.
Roy T. Brophy, a former president of the San Juan Unified School
District Board of Education, is now
a Sacramento land developer, a
nice euphemism for real estate
agent.
Frank P. Adams, age 63, has
a law office in San Francisco, and
is a Stanford graduate of law. He
has no direct interest in education
anS has not served on any other
education boards.
And Robert F. Beaver is a
contractor in Los
This is the sum
total of the
AngIIIIIIIIIIeles.
information released by the govert

a

nor’s office.
It is time that Reagan started
to consider the needs of the college system when appointing new
trustees.
Those needs are obvious:
We need minority interests
S n the board. Presently we have
S ne Black lawyer on the board
whI is not known for his frequent
attendance.
We must also have representatives
interest on
the board. To say that two b
nesswomen will know the needs
or women today seems a little
absurd when they graduated from
"prestige" schools over 20 years
ago.
The board should represent
youth, since it makes policy for
people who are mostly in the
dle-20s age bracket.
And presently the average age of the
trustees is somewhere th the late
50s.
But most importantly,
the
board should be composed people
who are vitally interested in education and its future direction.
Education needs cannot be
answered by businessmen and land
developers. The past five years
have proved that the trustees have
more interest in building buildings
and cutting funds than in what should
be taught in the buildings they are so
avidly constructing.
We are not asking the Senate
Rules Committee to patently reject
all of Reagan’s nominees, but only
that they thoroughly investigate
them for possibly conflicting interests.
We hope that the Senate Rules
Committee will consider the needs
of higher education when they
ally approve any new appointments
to the State College Board of
Trustees.
We desperately need men and
women who have vital interests in
improving educational standards,
not men and women who are part
and parcel of special interest
groups.
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‘Silence is golden?’
by Roger Soo
over 40 minutes, there is a limit.
Perhaps a suggestion would be a
librarian going around saying, "It’s
been nice having you with us today
(or tonight)."
I’m quite irritated at the whole
mess.
Why isn’t there any consideration for the person who wants
to study? If the talking situation is
so loose right now, what’s going to
happen when mid -terms or finals
come?
There’s this saying, "Silence is
golden," but so far all I’ve seen is
fool’s gold.

filled by women such asphoneoperators, forcing welfare women to work
for slave wages and the attempt to
frame Angela Davis show that the
rulers are seeking to rip-off any
gains women have made. In the face
of this attack women are standing up
as they have in the past and their
resistance is growing.
Just last week in San Francisco,
the wives of striking teamsters organized a mass picketing of the CocaCola and 7 -Up bottling plants, after a
court order had banned their husbands
from picketing. Here at SJS women
have opened a women’s center to
serve the campus community.
For the past two years in the
Bay Area, a growing number people
have gathered to celebrate International Women’s Day. This year
there will be a free celebration on
Friday at 7:30 p.m. at Raphael Weill
School, 1501 O’Farrell, San Francisco, with speakers, skits and a fulllength movie.
Child-care will be provided. If
you need a ride there will be a carpool
at 7th and San Fernando streets at
6:15 Friday evening.

a

Mano a Mano

Olicanos defend freedom of speech
por petlro Mario
Orale pues carnales, aqui estamos
otra vez para letriar unas cuantas.
(Not without a hassle mind you, but
we’re here). Las instruciones que me
dieron la gente es escribir en ingles
para decirles a los gavachos directamente lo que paso esta semana tocante a este articulo.
Well, here’s what happened: I
took this article in by the Tuesday
2:30 deadline and was flatly refused
because it contained too much
Spanish. The Daily felt it was unprintable.
I asked about 25 Chicanos to come
with me and to document the refusal.
The editor remained adamant but
said we could discuss it with the
Editorial Board the next day.
The seven elected representatives
met with the board while the 200 or
so concerned Chicanos were asked to
remain silent or else the negotiations
would cease.
We discussed and hassled for
three hours and finally around five
the board voted 4-3 to run Mano a
Mano in any way the author deemed,
so long as there was no profanity and
no calls for seditious uprising against
the USA.
So that’s what happened. We went
in with two demands and we got one.

tfT

The other demand, which was a
quarter of a page for Chicanos to
use as we saw fit, was denied.
We have decided to pursue this
demand. We want a quarter of a page
in the Daily everyday. We pay our
fees, so we feel we are entitled to
at least that much.
We also feel that this issue is
more than just a college newspaper
demand,
but that it will have
precedence and will have far-reaching effects. We feel this especially
for Chicanos since we have been
victimized mostly by the media.
We also feel that it is a realistic
demand because it involves what we
feel are areas of free speech, the
First Amendment - the basic freedom
to express oneself.
What’s the use of having a free
press if Bob Pellerin controls it?
What’s the use of having reporters
in trust of your news when they show
their position to real free speech by
voting against it?
We also feel that what is involved
here is a grave issue of whether or
not we get processed news that has
been tampered with.
We want a quarter page in addition to this regular column that is
tamper proof, not processed by Bob

Pellerin and his crew of future
Mercury News reporters. We wanta
quarter page that tells it like it is.
We will take the responsibility to see
that it is filled.
In closing we would like to quote
the editor of one of the "best" college newspapers, "If we allow
canos to write what they want in
Spanish then we have to let Asian Americans, Iranians, Blacks, and
all foreign language groups to write
what they want, and not only that,
but business majors and engineering
majors and math majors will want to
write what they want."
Well, if those groups want to
write what they want, the Chicanos
say, "A toda madre!" (That’s Spanish
for right on!)
All power to the
beautiful
Aztec people and our
friends’
Editor’s note:
The editorial board met with the
Chicano group at the regular editorial
board meeting at 1 p.m. Since the
issue was not settled at that time, we
deemed it necessary to meet with
seven of their representatives again
at 2 p.m. After an hour’s discussion
the editorial board then made it’s
final decision.

Staff Comments

Rebuttal concerning Spartan Bookstore
by Dan Russo
Re: Professor Alvin C. Beckett’s
letter concerning my news article
(not column) on facts (not opinion)
about the Spartan Bookstore.
Apparently, Prof. Beckett be lives students should guide their
I urchases by the "be true to your
school (bookstore)" theory of economizing.
I disagree.
First, the article stated you could
"beat the price on just about every
item on the first floor of the Spartan
Bookstore, NOT including the books."
So you can put away your lawjournal,
Prf.
o B eckett.
Also, I compared Underground and
legitimate record
Music Box’s
(Both stores sell records
prices.
cheaper than Spartan.)
Now that Prof. Beckett’s reading
inadequaciehave been corrected, I
can explainsthe purpose of the article.

I am quite aware that Lucky
Market can undercut Spartan prices
I. cause of its abty to buy in large
quantities. One does not have to be
a professor
business to figure that
out.
But the reason Spartan prices are
higher helps no one. An alternative to
Spartan prices does.
I did not imply that the Spartan
Bookstore should be able to compete
with stores that are no futher than
three blocks from SJS. I don’t think
students are interested in the trials
and tribulations of running a bookstore.
Students are interested in how they
can save a buck. That is a fact of
life.
And that is why I wrote that
article.
For many of us, our education is
an investment. And, as I am sure
Prof. Beckett will agree, a wise in -

a
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enlightening the mind of man and

I feel that both the libraries on the
SJS campus should invest some money
and have some "Quiet, please" signs
placed at strategic locations for the
chronic male or female tippers,
namely across their flapping mouths.
After settling down with some
important reading in the reserved
book library, some clown decided to
find out the local happenings with this
young lady who as busily doing her
physiology readings.
Now I don’t mind some up -to -the"what’s -been -happening m inute
with -you," but when it rambles for

many other countries, International
Women’s Day is being celebrated.
Here in America, however, where
International Women’s Day was born,
few people are aware it exists. It
isn’t mentioned in most history textbooks or classes. It is all but ignored
by the news media --and this sure
isn’t because women have won equality!
Over 30 million American women
work and make on the average a little
less than two thirds of what the
average male worker makes. Those
who make tremendous profits by using
women as a cheap labor force, and
also by their equally cheap commercialism of women, have done
all they can to negate the true history
of the American pepple around events
like International Women’s Day.
Especially now, when the US economy is in crisis and the capitalists
are seeking to shore up their system,
women on the job, on welfare and
also on the campus are being hard-

TV’s meatless hash
by Linda Frisvold
It can be easily assumed that the
watch telemajority of &IS students
II
vision. Daily, sometimes
by the hour,
we swallow the meatless hash fed to
us by commercial TV.
What does this consist or? Ink
pens can be considered a typical
commercial topic. These universal
utensils have proved their effective ness while strapped to the heel
II of a
flamenco dancer, through pininds of
butter and water skier’s waves.
Actually these torture tests are
highly impractical because most
people can’t dance on table tops, don’t
spread butter on letters or drool
enough to write underwater, but because the announcer insists you need
one to exist, you buy it.
Toothpaste, mouthwash and deodorant commercials also reside high
in popularity in TV land. The audience
is scared into purchasing these proI
ducts as the annouIII
ncer, with
his false
smile and nauseating manner, informs the viewers that they’ll never
find true happiness or romance in
their lives unless they slosh this
through their mouths or squirt that
under their arms.
If a "worst of the week" award
could be given, shampoo commercials
would be the gran?, cecipient.
The actors and actresses in sham-

poo are rotten enough, but the logic
behind the script is totally absurb.
How can anyone have infectious dandruff for years and not know it? The
T o m s - a - swell -guy -but-behindhis-back-people-were-saying-.syndrome is ridiculous.
The stream of commercials such
as these is endless, but without them,
how would we ever know who has the
freshest mouth in town, the boss has
bad breath, and Clorets win friends? i
Commercial television is so insulting the viewer is tempted to give
up TV altogether and stare at his
radio.
All student and
Editor’s note:
faculty members are encouraged to
express their views on any subject in the letters to the editor
secion of the editorial page. Letters may be mailed or brought to
the Spartan Daily office, JC 208,
and must be 250 words or less,
typewritten
and double-spaced.
Name and activity or faculty card
numI. r rnust be included, and all
letters must be signed.
Nonstudents and non -faculty members
are asked to include address, telephone number and title or position.

vestment consists of minimum input
with maximum returns.
I don’t need to study marketing,
business law, financial accounting and
statistics to figure out the premium
we students pay for shoppingSpartan.
In this case, seventh grade math will
do fine, thank you.
If saving money means forfeiting loyalty to the Spartan Bookstore,
students have the right to know it.
The fact of life is that we are not
here to keep the Spartan Bookstore in
the black, but to make the most of
our investment in learning.
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Smythe, Terri Sprenger. Cathy tallyp Alma Vogel,
Steve Wnbber
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And how does your organic garden grow?

News
1.,fol.t 11,1

:.

Indians demand action
SACRAMENTOSeveral hundred Indians assembled yesterday for what they said would be "the biggest Indian demonstration since the Battle of the Little Big Horn."
They came to the Capitol from several states to demand
a White bartender in Humboldt County be tried on murder
charges in the slaying of a 20 -year -old Indian student.
"If we don’t get action, we’ll set up a program of passive resistance across the state, the likes of which you have
never seen," said Lehman Grightman of San Francisco,
president of a national action group called United Native
Americans, Inc.
The case involves Michael Ferris, a student of the
The Indian
University of California at Los Angeles.
leaders said he was shot dead last Dec. 5 in the Circle -A
Bar at Willow Creek, in northwest California.
A grand jury hearing was held but Richard Marmon,
the bartender, was not prosecuted.

Supply addicts with heroin?
SAN FRANCISCO --A San Francisco judge has requested
a legislative study of Britain’s policy of supplying heroin to
addicts.
In a letter Monday to State Sens. George Moscone, D -San
Francisco, and Milton Marks, R -San Francisco, 3uperior
Court Judge Francis McCarty claimed that heroin is "the
leading comsumer import in the UnitedStates and estimated
street sales this year will total $5.5 billion."
The judge estimated $30 billion of personal property will
be stolen by addicts to finance heroin purchases.
Judge McCarty said Britain has been supplying its estimatea 1,500 addicts with heroin for 45 years and has a
basic policy that "genuinely addicted persons should have
access to legitimate supplies..."
The judge wrote that it’s time to face this problem in a
realistic way.
Although heavy penalties should remain in effect, the
judge wrote, heroin dealers would vanish from lack of
market.

Conditioners essential to organic gardening
By PAULA BELSHAW
The last frosts have gone,
the sun is shining warmly,
and students are beginning
to feel the first sweet pangs
of spring fever.
But now is not the time
to succumb to the langor of
the warming sunshine.
The fruits of spring are
gained only through labor.
Your first spring project
should be a compost pile for
your soon -to -be -planted organic garden.
Soil should ideally contain 50 per cent air and
water and 45 per cent inorganic minerals from rock
fragments. Humus, organic
matter, makes up the other
five per cent.
The soil of this country
now only contains about one
and one-half per cent humus.
Water and air are also down
to about 30 per cent due to
lack of humus.
Inorganic minerals have
risen to a whopping 68.5
per cent from chemical
fertilizer residues building
up in quantities that damage
the soil.
But luck is with us. Poor
soil is easily made richer.

Governor backs students

But it takes time
Chemicals provide instant results. Organic processes are natural, but take
a lot more time and effort.
To correct poor soil, the
simplest method to add
humus to the soil is through
compost.
Your own soil conditioner
can be created by using garden and kitchen wastes and
any other organic materials
you can get.
Layering different organic materials provides the
quickest decomposition.
Start by choosing a sunny
area large enough to provide
enough compost for your
Loosen the
garden size.
soil to expose the bacteria.
Take weeds, grass clippings, dead plants and small
amounts of leaves and layer
these with liberal applications of manure. (A
good source is your friendly neighborhood dogs or the
local stables.) Wet down
each layer as you spread
the matter.
fruit
and
Vegetable
scraps, eggshells, coffee
grounds and tea leaves,
bones, sawdust, and even the

moldy-pickin’s from the realways
you
frigerator
"meant to eat" should be
included in your compost
pile.
grocery
Sometimes
stores will give you produce
that is too old to sell for
Even
your growing pile.
seaweed is good to use.
You can even take a plastic garbage can to the Steam
Beer Brewery in San Francisco to get spent hops.
All these ingredients

Use
aren’t necessary.
what’s convenient for you.
The most important ingredient is nitrogen. If you
don’t
use manure the
bacteria and fungi don’t have
any fuel to do the composting
work. As a substitute for
manure use bloodmeal, bone
meal, or sewage sludge.
Cover the pile with black
plastic or burlap bags. This
will soak up the sun’s heat,
keeps the rain out and the
moisture in.

sample
compost
tart; cover
manure
garbage
grass,weeds
coffeegrounds
eggshells,
pine needles

_

,inyer of green rnottor

manure
garbage
brick to hold
down top
loosened
bare soil

Energetic business prof
entertains while teaching

SACRAMENTO --A measure backed by Gov. Reagan to
prevent a cutoff of welfare benefits for 29,000 18 -to -21 yea r -old students was introduced yesterday in the Assembly.
The legislation, authored by Assemblyman William
Bagley, R -San Rafael, is intended to prevent the April cutback. State Welfare Director Robert Carleson said the cut
would be required by the law lowering the age of adulthood
to 18.
Bagley said Carleson was wrong in his interpretation of
the law.
Gov. Reagan asked the legislature to approve the bill by
Marrh 15

By EILEEN COLLA
What future is there for
a man who grows up in
Sparks, Nevada, a tiny railroad town, during the Depression?
For Dr. Edward Laurie
a fruitful career had its
g.
beginnings in this small
Academic Council Committee positions are available town.
Dr. Laurie teaches busito interested students. Applications are available in the
Associated Students offices on the third level of the College ness marketing courses at
&IS. But this isn’t the end
Union.
of this energetic man’s
The following committees are in need of students:
story.
Continuing Education Advisory Committee. The commitLet’s talk about Dr.
tee develops policy for students who are working outside
Laurie the 46 -year -old man.
the school for credit.
He has been demanding of
himself. Coming from a poor
family, he saw the Navy as
his only means of financing
Gel ry-O’Keefe, a member of the Irish Republican Army
a college career.
(IRA), will speak at noon today on Seventh Street.
So, in 1943, he joined an
O’Keefe was a marshall at the Jan. 30 Derry demonofficer training program.
stration at which 13 Irish men and boys wee killed.
During this time he comThe rally is sponsored by the Graphic Offensive and the
pleted four years of college
San Jose Irish Republican Club.
work in two years and emerged as a naval officer at
18 years of age.
Through intensive self
A humorous and informative look at students traveling
discipline, Dr. Laurie spent
abroad is the subject of "Everybody Goest NUSTS," a film
three and one-half years in
scheduled to be shown today at 12:30 in the C.U. Loma
college, including doctoral
Prieta Room.
work.
Accompanying the movie will be speakers, discussion
THE COMEDIAN
groups, and a variety of printed material about travel opNight club comedy work
portunities.
The event is sponsored by the U.S. Student
provided Dr. Laurie with a
Travel Service.
part-time job while he
The film is produced by the National Union of Students
studied at University of Cali Travel Service in England.
fornia at Los Angeles. He
said he stayed in it long
enough to know that it was
a hard life.
Now when someone says, "Go climb a rock!" you’ll have
He never has, however.
a place to learn how.
given up his comic routines,
betying
and
Basic skills in climbing, descending, knot
as anyone who’s ever hail
laying (assistance given to a climber while he ascends the one of his classes knows
rock
course
in
introductory
rock) will be explained in an
"It’s more fun to enclimbing which will begin Wednesday.
tertain a captive audience
Sponsored by Experimental College, the class is de- and teach them something,"
signed for those with no previous experience in mountain- Dr. Laurie chuckled.
He
According to the class organizer, Pete Garcia, firmly believes when a stueering.
one -day field trips to nearby sites will be offered as well. dent enjoys a class he tends
The class will begin Wednesday at 4 p.m. in Bus. 103. to get more out of it.

On campus

Academic committee posts

To Dr. Laurie, "students are genuine" and the
people who go to night clubs
seem to be "on the brink of
hysteria."
Dr.
Consequently
Laurie’s classes are combined joke and learning sessions. He remarks that his
students are a good audience
and also manage to pass
tests.
It appears he tries to
remove barriers that tend
to separate students from
their teachers. The rules

he sets for directing his
classes are: students don’t
want to be resented; they
don’t like sadists at the helm;
and they don’t want to be
talked down to.
POLITICAL VIEWS
Dr. Laurie’s view of politicians tends to be skeptical.
He assesses most politicians
as "rural minded", because
they seem to think the public
can be easily fooled. Dr.
Laurie believes this is a
misconception.
He also maintains what

IRA man speaks at noon rally

After a few days the pile
will start heating up. If it
doesn’t, add more nitrogen.
If it smells, put up with it
or add natural ground limestone.
After two weeks, turn the
pile to check the amount of
moisture and decay. Add
water if it needs it and
nitrogen if the center of the
pile isn’t done.
You might notice some
slimy red worms crawling
ground in your pile, they’re
great for releasing minerals
The mere worms

Protest set
in Iranian
executions

you have, the faster humus
is digested.
To get the word around
to the other worms you can
buy red wrigglers from a
bait shop and "plant" them
in your pile.
To apply the compost,
spade and break the large
dirt -clods of the area you
wish to plant.
Spread the compost over
the area anywhere from one
to three inches in thickness.
Then spade the compost into
the top four inches of soil.
Now you’re ready to
plant.
Next: When, How and What
HI grow

The Iranian Student Association in Northern California a ill hold a demonstration
in San Francisco
Wednesday to protest the
Iranian government of murder, robbery and attempting
to overthrow the government.
Members of the Iranian
Students Union of SJS will
sponsor a car pool to the
demonstration, which will
leave San Jose at 9:30 am
The demonstration begins at 11:30 Wednesday
morning and students should
meet at the corner of Seventh
and San Fernando streets if
they want a ride

each side says about the
other is true since they are
basically a bad lot. "You
can trust a greedy man if
you know what he’s after,"
predicts Dr. Laurie.
Dr. Laurie suggests the
survival of capitalism depends on the acceptance of
social balance between private individuals and the
public. He opposes those who
aren’t for this balance.
WOMEN’S POWER
Women hold a high place
in Dr. Laurie’e estimation.
He states America is a subtle
matriarchy and women control more than they think
they do.
"Women get more by
being feminine," suggests
Dr. Laurie. Femininity and
stupidity don’t go together,"
he says.
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It’s free today!
A.S. Print Shop will bind
term papers today at no
cost during a Velo-Bind demonstration to the Montalvo
Room. Velo-Bind is a covering for term papers and other
written material which is
cheaper than a regular
cover.
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Last Picture Show
By ERIC SCHATMEIR
I hate to be an echo
Reviewers have been
nearly unanimous in their
praise of The Last Picture
Show" and I feel particularly
unoriginal in repeating it
But the The Last Picture
Show" is a very good movie.
one that deserves repeated
compliments, if only for ern
phasis.
Tne film tells the st’
of a small town and the boredom of its residentsrather
than a niovie house as its title
suggests. The protagonists
are the town’s young people
who are shown wasting their
lives with unloving, unerotic
sex in between times spent
hanging around at the local
pool hall and movie house.
Although the film depicts
the generation of the early
’50s, the audience knows

that life has been every bit
as boring in every other era
and will be the same with
every generation that follows.
The mood of hopelessness

SHARE emphasizes fun
and friendship for pupils

is contributed to by some
excellent black and white
photography that makes the
main street look so dull and
drab that one can imagine
having more fun in a cemetery at midnight.

"naivete -of -youth" scenes
and there are some falsely
thrown obscenities, but
Bogdanovich keeps these
weaknesses down to a minimum and the movie succeeds.

The acting, done mostly
by unknowns, is excellent.
Ellen Burstyn and Ben
Johnson are particularly
good in supporting roles.
They are the only ones in
the whole film who realize
how empty their lives have
been.
But even they can
only reminisce, unable to
break away from the patterns
of living they have established.

*
*
*
Tommorrow’s Wednesday Cinema feature is "My
Little Chickadee," with W.
C. Fields and Mae West.
The standard Fields’ jokes
are included but the movie is
rather disappointing otherwise. Mae West displays a
grotesque sexuality and very
little talent as Fields’
fiance, but she isn’t on for
very long and Fields steals
what is left of the show.
The film, made in 193940, will be shown in the
Morris Dailey Auditorium at
3:30 and 8 p.m.

"The Last Picture
Show’s" triumph is Director
Peter Bogdanovich’s triumph
and a considerable one it is.
He overdoes some of the

Finger-painting and masks, balloons and
picnics --these are the new trappings of Operation
SHARE.
This spring SHARE tutors are handing out
multicolored balloons to passersby. In this way
they are emphasizing fun and friendship with
addition
to aiding them
their
pupils
in
academically.
Weekly arts and crafts workshops are being
held at various schools for tutors and their
Last week’s craft was mask -making.
pupils.
The day culminated with paint on clothes as well
as masks.
This F’riday there will be a fingerpainting
session for SHARE tutors and their pupils at
Horace Mann School.
Kelley Park will be the scene of SHARE’s
Tutors will furnish hot dogs and
next picnic.
buns for their pupils and themselves and SHARE
will provide the rest.
Tours of the Japanese Tea Garden and the
Kelley Park Historical Museum are free; admission to the zoo is 25 cents for children, 50
Tutors are urged to bring
cents for adults.
kites and frisbees.

Express it with patches
By LA QUITA BALDOCK
Patches have become
mini signs of the times.
Students wear politics,
beliefs or even their heart
on their sleeves in today’s
opinionated fashion.
With colorful flairs for
fashion, students disapprove
or wish someone
Vietnam
of
a nice day with the use of
colorful and imaginative
appliques.
Remember when everyone dressed in carbon copy
style, and only the poor wore
patches?
Patches weren’t what you
believed in or wore just for
fun.
Patches were small
pieces of material to conceal or reinforce a worn spot.
Overnight, everyone began to cultivate the individualistic look.
Small boutiques and
"head" shops mushroomed,
burgeoning with imaginative
patches, emblems, and even
military insignia.
The stuffiest shirt became unstuffy when animated

!

"Execution in Autu in n"
and "Silent Wife" will launch
;the Asian film festival
Thursday night at ’7:30 pm.
in the C U Ball roots The
film festival is sponsored by
the Spartan Chinese Club and
the A.S. Program Board.
"Execution in Autumn,"
directed by Li Using, is the
story of an arrogant man sentenced to death for murder
and the strenght he finds at
his death from a young girl
named Lien Alter falling In
love with Lien, he comes to
realize that death is less
important than how one dies
and uses his remaining time.
The tragic love story climaxes in the lovers’ certainty that their love will
Ou
transcend death

pao Yuri and Ke Hsiang ’ring star in the film.
-Silent Wile," also directed by Li Using, features
a young man who marries
a deaf and lluint) girl to honor
a family commitment made
before his birth.
Winner of three top
awards, "Best Actress,"
"Best Screenplay" and "Best
Photography.’ at the 1966
Asian Film Festival, the
movie stars Wang Mo-Chou
and Ko Chun-Hsiung.
Both films have English
and Chinese subtitles.
In April, the Asian Film
Festival will feature "The
Zunich" and "The Sword" in
April with "The Road" and
"Accidental Trio" coming in
Tang

in 0/
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FINE ARTS
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COMMERCIAL ART . DRAFTING
* 53.00 Min. Purchase

San Jose’s Oldest and Largest Art Store
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president, formerly a research associate in Stanford’s Department of Biological Sciences said, "We
expect to slash the cost of
vasectomy nearly in half,
and hopefully we can do the
same for female sterilization."

P A POP MUSICAL
AT

POPULAR PRICES

Wintering Preseols

Sitters net 750,
publicity blamed
"I want this one," said
2 -year -old Richard Griswold
scooping up a 10 -cent box
of Junior Mints at the Seven 11 store on 11th and San
Carlos Friday night.
Richard and his sister,
3 -year -old Darlene, children
of Dick Griswold, were the
only ones to take advantage
of a babysitting service
offered by a group of students in the recreation program.
The group, part of the CoRec program, charge ’75
cents an hour for the first
three children for the 8 p.m.
to 2 a.m, session in Markham Hall. The event was a
fund-raising effort to sponsor a dance in the C.U.
Ballroom.
By the end of the night,
the babysitters, Carolyn
Jackson, Donna Parker,
Cindy Kochaman, Don Boyd,
Cathy Caruso and Steve
Krumnes, were called aunt

iQue Tal? is on sale
i.Que Tal? is what’s happening!
iQue Tal? is a literary magazine reflecting contempory
Chicano thought conceived by SJS Chicano students.
The magazine, which features short stories, poetry,
essays and book reviews, has been published at SJS since
the Fall of 1970.
"i,Que Tal? since its inception was geared tothe Chicano
reader, but it can be enjoyed by the non -Chicano reader as
well," emphasized Jesus Jacques, i,Que Tal? editor. The
current issue includes articles on relevant topics such as
"carnalismo" (brotherhood) and the identity trips faced by
youth regardless of ethnic background.
The magazine, which began as a semi -literary publication, gradually geared itself to fill the long -existing
Chicano literary vacuum at SJS. Today the publication
is exclusively literary in content.
Circulation, according to Jacques, can be estimated as
about 900 copies, including 200 which are sent to different
educational institutions.
i.Que Tal’’. unlike many other campus publication,
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Pat Miller, FPA president, said, "The cost of an
abortion in this area has
always disturbed me. Even
the new low cost abortion
programs recently an -

flounced by two Peninsula
hospitals are too high.
"Our price will be $200
for everything --doctor, hospital, lab work, medication -even including care for complications should there be
any. We hope to be able to
reduce that price even further in a few months."
The abortion and contraception clinics are in operation and the vasectomy clinic
will begin in about two
weeks.
Dr. John H es s e 1, vice

and uncle by the youngsters.
The group, which is planning two more babysitting
evenings, March 10 and 17,
in Markham Hall, attributed
the poor turnout to a late start
in releasing publicity.
Clutching her Raggedy
Ann doll, Darlene announced,
"I am sleepy" but once her
fun -filled evening of music,
recreation and eating began,
she never slept

"WHAT HAIR SHOULD
"
HAVE BEEN
SPECIAL PREVIEWS
BEGIN MARCH 15
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Family Planning Alternatives (FPA), a new non-profit birth control clinic, opens
today at 265 Meridian Ave.
FPA’s complete service
includes contraception, sterilization, and abortion clinics
plus information, counseling
and pregnancy testing.

B&B
Fbreign Car Center

:Two Asian films

ito launch festival

with whimiscal figures and
friendly creatures.
Students revamp their old
clothes by making them look
older and more patchy, yet
newer in style.
No longer is the emphasis
the older established
worla wide centers of fashion, like Paris and London.
Anti - establishment
thought has put down establishment fashion.
Down-home and back -to earth clothes and life styles
are in. Overalls and jeans
with a patched -up farmyard
look are everywhere.
The materialism of another generation is gone,
likewise in fashion. If it’s
expensive, it’s wrong.

Birth clinic opens
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put together strictly through student effort, said Jacques.
Que Tal? therefore is free to print student expression
without outside interference."
Jacques stated, "We are free to print what we want and
when we want with no obligations to anyone."
Financially the publication relies on student contributions. Contributions are in the form of a 25 -cent donation
for each copy. This income is used to purchase the paper
and other items needed for the production of the magazine.
Press facilities and other equipment are donated by interested sources, according to Jacques.
i,Que Tal’? can currently be purchased at various distribution points in the College Union.
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Gymnasts’ output irks coach
mtge.
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BY NICK LaBASH
"This is the time of the
year when scores should be
going up not down," a visably
shaken Clair Jennett bellowed in reference to his gymnastic squad’s shabby performance last weekend
against U.C. Santa Barbara.
"It just goes to show you
what happens when you don’t
work hard enough," the head
mentor groaned "This was

out pool
ja,i tut malice in
the last three weeks."
The sad part is there is
little time for the Spartan
gymnasts to redeem themselves. Friday evening, in
the friendly confines of SJS,
Jennett’s crew bring down
the curtains on the 1971-72
season hosting San Diego
and San Francisco State.
According to assistant
coach Doug Hills neither San
Diego State or S.F. State

Lett to a iit but A e A el ett t
We
sufficiently prepared
have been working pretty
hard this past week "
From every indication
given, the Spartans are going
to have to work even harder
if they are to make any kind
of respectable showing in
the PCAA finals later this
month.
Out of the Santa
Barbara disaster Hills could
only
single out Frank
Sander’s performance as
impressive.
Bill Barnwell took a first
in the all-around event, but
Jennett and Hills were somewhat at opposites on the evaluation of his performance.
Sander was top point getter on the day with first

provick inuch cutopvt loo
"This will be a low caliber
"We
meet." Hills stated.
will be primarily concerned
with individual performances."
Hills, although concerned
was not as critical as Jennett
on the letdown at Santa Barbara. The narrow 135.50135.30 defeat was more humiliating than anthing else.
"The loss sobered us up,"
Hills professed. "We expec-

.1141

-; ,
Getting back in

- 79‘

Speedy outfielder Al Ariza dives back into first
safely. Ariza’s quickness at the plate and on
the bases will be a key for the Spartan base bailers this week when they meet Santa Clara
twice more.

Frosh nine play like vets
BY JAY GOLDBERG
Composure, a word defined by the dictionary as
meaning self possession and
calm.
Frosh-soph pitcher Jim
Shoemaker tabbed his fellow
teammates as being composed while sunning himself
on the bench during Saturday’s doubleheader with the
USF Dons.
Dave Adornetto the only
southpaw hurler on the
squad, is one person who
exemplifies this composure.
He has survived 16 innings without giving up an
earned run. In 14 of those
innings an opposing runner
has not crossed homeplate.
Adornetto has a 2-1 win loss record to go along with
his 0.00 E.R.A. and in his
assignment against USF he
had a no-hitter going for six
He yielded three
innings.

hits and allowed only three
balls to be hit out of the
infield in the seven inning
affair.
In the seventh inning when
Don first baseman Mike
Dettling rifled a shot down
the thirdbaseline it was spparent Adornetto’s no-hitter
was down the drain. What
was in question was whether
the Dons would score. Third baseman Sam Piraro made a
diving lunge and stopped the
ball from skidding down the
leftfield line for extra bases.
Piraro ended the game as
he gobbled up a hard hit
grounder to start a double play.
Composure.
With a runner on second
in the second inning and two
outs, Don pitcher Mike Bowman rifled a sinking liner
to rightcenter. It appeared
as if the ball would drop in

lot extra bases. Making a
last -second leap, the ball
settled in the webbing of
Manny Lopez’s glove.
"I should have had the
ball," said Larry Ceccato,
the centerfielder.
Ceccato and Frandsen
made similar grabs in the
eighth and 11th innings to
rob Don batters of potential
doubles and triples.
Composure.
They are well prepared,
but for a group of diamond men expected to make many
mistakes according to baseball tradition, the Spartan
frosh - soph play like
veterans.
If a mistake is made,
they forget about it and come
back to make the big defensive play or get the timely
hit.
Composed.

Spartababes close season
with losses to top cage foes
The SJS freshman basketball team ended a disappointing season over the
weekend, losing rematches
to two of the most powerful
teams of the Spartababe
schedule: U.C. Berkeley and
University of Pacific.
Saturday night at UOP,
the yearlings absorbed their
worst loss of the year, a 12682 pasting. The Tigers took
a 62-29 halftime lead and
had a big rebounding edge
throughout.
Even though SJS’ center
Russ Palmer hit for 26
points, UOP had four players
in double figures, led by
Gary Dean’s 47.
Friday night at Berkeley
the situation was similar,
as the Bears built a 60-38
rebound edge on the way to
an 80-56 triumph.
"We got ripped," was
coach Dave Waxman’s terse
assessment of the Cal
contest.
Palmer, an All -Northern
California pick on the second team, had a game -high
30 points, while guard Ray
Hill collected 11.
The Spartababes finished

the season walla 6-17 record
with only two recruited players, Palmer and Hill.
Concerning

the team’s

With a remarkable seain the books, the
SJS basketball team was accorded its first post -season
glitter when four members
were given All -Northern
California honorable mention honors Monday.
Senior Don Strong and
juniors Mike Webb, Johnnie
Skinner and Dave Dockery
all gathered the honorable
mention spots, which in actuality is a third team
position.
Strong, called by coach
Ivan Guevara as "my most
complete guard I’ve ever
had.- led the Spartans mover -

Backed by Kathy Long’s third in all-round beginning
performance, the SJS women’s gymnastics squad nabbed
fourth place honors Saturday in the tough Division of Girls
and Women’s Sports Optionals at Cosumnes River College.
Sacramento State, Cosumnes River and University of
Nevada swept the top three spots, but SJS coach Jim Turpin
was "happy with the results" of his girls who copped top
honors last year.
"Most of the nine schools have been competing all year
and our girls are forced into compulsory and optional
meets within 12 weeks," commented Turpin. "Sometimes
they’re not ready for it," he added.
Kathy Long also posted twin wins in beginning floor
Jill Trauber and Nancy
exercise and parallel bars.
Anderson added to the cause with firsts on the balance beam
and vaulting, respectively.
Intermediates found another double winner, Jill Chandler,
in floor exercise and vaulting, with firsts also turned in by
Lynda Thayer on the balance beam and Kathy Yaggy on bars
Anne Rovetta annexed firsts in advanced floor exercise
and the beam and Lynda Thayer swept vaulting.
The squad is now preparing for the two-day Southwest
Regionals at Sacramento State College beginning Friday at
7 p.m.

Taking it easy

Now that basketball season is over, the SJS
cagers will have more time to do things they
enjoy --like Jan Adamson here is doing.

Spartan ruggers
face tough foe
It’s nitty gritty time for
the SJS Rugby Club.
The first -year ruggers,
who Saturday registered
their sixth consecutive victory, will be the guest of
veteran Old Gaels at St.
Mary’s College in Moraga
Saturday.
Game time is 1:30 with
the Spartan seconds taking
on the Old Gael third at 3.
"It’ll be a good test," assured SJS coach Keith
Lansley, whose charges will
be making their last outing
before entering the March
18 - 19 Monterey National
Rugby Tournament. "They
will be one of the toughest

we’ve played, maybe the
toughest."
The Spartans’ victim Saturday was the Santa Rosa
Rugby Club, 29-4, on the
loser’s turf. The SJS seconds ripped the SRRC seconds 20-0.
Lock Rich Hendrickson
sparked the first side with
two trys although Lansley
lauded club president Dan
Jones, the inside center, for
"setting up two tries and was
the best attacking player on
the day.:
"We’re not playing all
that well," noted Lansley.
"But we are playing as well
as we have to.

Sports Roundup I
Leo Bedard, director of the Collegiate Umpires Association will be the featured speaker today at 1:30 (MG 202)
discussing baseball officiating.
With growing friction between coaches and umpires ever
present in baseball, as well as other sports, it is often
wondered why more clinics are not held for all parties
concerned to voice their gripes.
JUDO
The SJS judokas will take on a strong U.C. Berkeley
squad tonight at 7:30 in Spar tan Gym.
They lost a close match to Keio University of Tokyo
Saturday night, 49-44. San Jose Mayor Norman Mineta
was present to hand out the awards.
SWIMMING
Thursday marks the opening day of the PCAA finals to be
held in Long Beach. The SJS tankmen finished with a 4-4
mark in league competition.
The championship round will be held on Friday.
TENNIS
The tennis team will swing into action Thursday afternoon at 2:00 when they will host the USF Dons.

all scoring (13.8) and total
points (346) this year.
Dockery,
the team’s
leading scorer (15.8) in
PCAA
play,
was
the
Spartans’ top field goal
shooter and rebounder.
Skinner, perhaps SJS’
most exciting player, finished with an 11.2 average in
league play and led the team
with a .741 field goal percentage in league.
Webb was one of the
Spartans’ more versatile
players, being constantly
switched between the guard
and forward positions.
The 6-5 leaper pulled
down 196 rebounds (second
on the team), averaged 9.7
points a game and contributed 43 assists, also second
on the team.
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IWomen’s Sports

Post-season glitter
falls on cagers
son already

overall season, Waxman
said: "I thought we played
well at times, especially
against some of the better
teams.

pia( e finishes on the rings
and in the vaulting event.
Unfortunately the efforts
were not enough to garner
the win.
"I have been coaching
here 11 years and we have
never won a close one,"
Jennett noted.
So as this season gets
scribbled into the record
books there is one bright
spot for Jennett to point
towards.
Only one man will be
missing when Jennett returns to lead his charges
next season. Eric Havstad,
who has been with the Spartans four years completes
his collegiate career in Friday’s finale.
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Knopf 6.95
Doubleday 6.95
Norton 15.00

Harper & Row 5.95
I’M OKAY, YOU’RE OKAY by Thomas Harris
One of the most intriguing new arrivals this week is a larger
paperback, EXECUTIVE ORDER 9066 (Calif. Historical Society $4.95, a photo collection assembled by Maise and Richard
Conrat. The photos document, with Severe realism, the interment of 110,000 Japanese Americans during World War II.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 9066, of course, refers to that proclamation signed by Franklin D. Roosevelt on February 19, 1942,
calling for the imprisonment of all Japanese Americans,
two-thirds of whom were native-born, in so-called "relocation
camps." The Conrats note that over 25,000 photos were taken
of the camps and their inhabitants, but that only "100 had
strength both as images and as historical documents."
Forewards to the book are written by the Conrats and by Edison
Tomimaro Uno, and an epilogue is contributed by Tom Clark,
retired Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court.
The book is one that should be seen by students of American
History, by those who continue to fight against injustice, and
by those interested in the psychology of fear.
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Scott up for Oscar again
te__)

_

Film copies social order
By JACK NYBLOM
Special to the Daily
-Power to the impotent!" roars George C. Scott in
-The Hospital," a film many critics have oversimplified
by calling it the A.M.A’s black comedy.
The scene between Scott and his co-star Diana Rigg
(of "Avengers" fame), in which he proclaims his impotence,
indicates this movie is certainly more probing than a
comedy that simply paints a dark picture of the big city
hospital.
What we have here is a biting satire on a broader
theme, made clear when we see the helplessness Scott
refers to is not only his sexual inability, but the impotence
of various social orders he is a part of- -reflected in and
illustrated by the hospital.
"The Hospital" is the third major American film to
concentrate on treating the medical profession with both
brutal irreverence and satirical wit. Only "M.A.S.H."
and Otto Preminger’s "Such Good Friends" have also made
Not, however, with the same depth "The
’ the attempt.
Hospital" offers.
Though writer Paddy Chayefsky uses the giant medical
complex as his theme, he delves deeper. His comments on
the inefficiency and danger of red tape bureaucracy of any
social order reveal more than a glimpse of the deper-

Choraliers fly to conference

Choir’s program
called exceptional
1
,
,
’
,
’
,
,

By GLENN LA FRANK
Opening the new semester
with an exceptional performance. the SJS A Cappella
Choir, and its two chamber
groups, gave a concert to a
large crowd at Christ, the
Good Shepheard Church, last
Sunday.
The concert was nearly
perfect. Director Charlene
Archibeque put together a
variety of music, and special effects that would have
thrilled any music -loving audience.
Although there were some
bad points, the favorable ones
outnumbered them. Nobody
could possibly remember the
flaws after the well -sung
event.
The Choir began the pro -

gi Jill lt1 elICIEChlug tlw audience, performing the first
three motets in the round.
This created a quadrophonic
sound which was quite exciting.
However, one of the problems with starting out in
this formation is the singers
may not be used to the
accoustics of their new surroundings. This was the case
Sunday. The sopranos
trouble in blending during the
first two songs was noticeable.
The difficulty was only
minor, and as they became
used to the sound, they sang
almost flawlessly.
The Chamber Singers
have improved since last semester. A group which could

nut seem to sing together,
is starting to get into a unified chorus.
Not one of the 18 voices
was heard over the others
in their five -work Renaissance music program. The
real delight in their part of
the concert was the encore,
a piece called "Somebody’s
Coming."
This was especially good,
the singers enjoyed doing it
and when a groupenjoysperforming a work, it shows.
This song came across to the
audience better than the
others.
The other substantially
improved singing group, the
Choraliers, began the new
semester with a very fine
presentation.

Choraliers fly east
for music concerts
A semester of pizza making, selling stationary,
used records and holding
money -raising concerts will
bear fruit when the SJS
Choraliers leave San Francisco Airport tomorrow at
1 a.m.
They will be the only
choral group from California
flying to Atlanta, Georgia to
participate in the Music Educator’s
National
Conference.
Music teachers from all
over the country will attend
the MENC convention to
learn the newest teaching
methods and hear the latest
music literature.

The one eyed babysitter

Television gives
;
’

,
’.

,
I
,

By JIM MURPHY
Most any bookstore
wander into these days has
a section devoted entirely to
the spiritual and the occult.
You know, books on Edgar
Cayce. astrology, psychic
phenomena and the like.
With all this interest in
the supernatural, its only
natural that television should
latch onto it again.
That’s right. again
teen two
There have
shows 111 the past which have
dealt with the weird and the
unusual. "One Step Beyond"
and "Journey into the Unknown "
"One Step Beyond.- which
currently eniovs rerun status on Channel 44 centered
on documented evolence of
actual psychic happenings.
John Newland. the show’s
host, would introduce each
episode with a "Impossible’.’
Yes. But it actually happened
"Journey into the Unknown" was a short-lived
anthology series, with episodes weaved around a psychic plot. The reason the
show was short-lived was
its title.
With a handle
like "Journey into the Unknown," people kept thinking
it was a science -fiction
I weredisappoin,..1

when they found out it wasn’t.
Now 1972 can boast of a
psychic show of its own.
Titled "The Sixth Sense," it
stars Gary Collins ("The
Wackiest Ship in the Army,"
"The Iron Horse") as a parapsychology expert who makes
his living by taking on cases
involving psychic phemomena.
Called "Can a Dead Man
Strike from the Grave’?" the
show starred William
Shatner as a man slowly be As the plot unfold ed, it
seemed that the wife’s sister
was jealous of the happy
marriage and wanted to kill
the wife.
Jealous sister
discovers she can do this by
using her daughter’s psychic
ability to force Shatner to do
the evil deed.
If you think it’s complicated now, there’smore.
Jealous sister plants the
thought in Shatner’s mind by
making him t hink of his
grandfather (It seems that
Grandfather killed HIS wife
and her lover and subsequently went insane.)
Everything turns out happily, though.
Collins foils
jealous sister’s little scheme
and Shatner and his wife
are in each other’s arms.
Shatner was good, as
usual, and
L. Coon’s

its,14....& -.A 42
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The ensemble will sing
on Saturday for 30 minutes,
Charlene
Dr.
then
Archibeque, Choralier director, will lecture using an
Atlanta junior high chorus
on "The Importance of Diction in Developing Junior
High Coral Tone."
"It was very difficult
raising the money for this
trip, but with the Choir’s
help, we obtained the necessary $5,000," said Dr.
Archibeque.

Concerts begin 9 p.m.
Tuesday through Thursday,
Sunday, with two shows Friday and Saturday at 8 and
10 p.m.
Two girls, whom Hicks
calls the Lick-ettes, and
three men play acoustic
guitar, fiddles, string bass,
and brush drums in a blending of jazz progressions,
rag. and ’30s lump tunes

oce

’rile African Dance Troup
of SJS will give three performances prior to its main
appearance during Women’s
Week next month.

Since television is one of
the things that eats into what
little free time you have,
herewith is a list of interesting and noteworthy stuff on
the tube this week, for your
information and entertainment.
TONIGHT: Channel 36’s
8 p.m. movie is a goodie
with Sir Alec Guinness, "Kind
Hearts and Coronets".. The
NBC Mystery Movie begins
its reruns with a good
"Columbo" story, "Murder
by the Book" on Channel 4
at 8:30 p.m.... "Night Gallery" also begins its repeats,
with an especially good tale,
"The Hand of Borgus Weems"
on Channel 4 at 10 p.m....
Channel 9 has an interesting
program on campaign spending on "A Public Affair/Election ’72" also at 10 p.m.
TOMORROW: Channel 36
has an unusual film on at 6
p.m ., "Five Graves to Cairo"
with Franchot Tone and Erich

von Stroheim...James Whitmore’s acclaimed one-man
show, "Will Rogers’ U.S.A."
will be on Channel 5 at 8
p.m....Channel 2’s 8 p.m.
movie features Tony Curtis
and Burt Lancaster in "Sweet
Smell of Success"...NET
Playhouse has a biography of
Isadora Duncan, filmed by
controversial director Ken
Russell on Channel 9 at 8:30
p.m....Channel 5 has a filmed
journey down the Colorado
River on "Smithsonian Adventure: 99 Days to Survival" at 9 p.m.
FRIDAY: After looking
through TV Guide(my source
for this column) I have come
to the conclusion that Friday
nights are pretty zilchy, but
there are some good programs. One of them is "Film
Odyssey" on Channel 9 at 8:30
p.m., featuring Jean Renoir’s
"Rules of the G a m e"...the
other program is the made for -TV movie on Channel 5
at 9 p.m., entitled "Hunter,"
a potential series pilot produced by Bruce "Mission:
Impossible" Geller

LOW ON CASH?
NEED A JOB?

Amateur
Topless!!
Tonight
It It ASS HAIL
760 MT VIEW-ALVISO RD

$25 to 1st Prize
$15 JUST FOR EFFORT
I. oil moil I ’a rii

lino, I liouti

BlessThe
Beasts

The 28 niember troup of
African, jazz and modern
dance background will do a
series of African, Caribbean
and Black American dances
for the YWCA Regional Conference dinner show March
14, a closed performance
in the Loma Prieta Room.
Performances at the
Elementary
Brentwood
Scaool Friday, March 17, at
1 and 3 p.m., and at Menlo
Atherton High School, date
not set, will be open to the
public.
The programs, choreographed by dance director
Annette MacDonald of the
Women’s Physical Education
Department and troup members, will include a recent
ethnic dance films taken in
Ghana and Sierra Leona.
Solo performers Theresa
McRae, John Taylor (Preacher), Jeanine Kagel (goddness of fire), and Maiisha
Johnson (Shango) will highlight the performances.
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the occult a try PD. DISCOUNT

script, though bewildering at
first, was well -written and
interesting.

PLUS
STANLEY

EUROPEAN DELIVERY ON BMW CARS & BIKES

to do shows

The convention is held
bi-annually and, on the off
years, regional conventions
are held nation-wide.

FOX Theatre

Diana Rigg turns in an excellent performance as a
"crazy" Indian woman who presents Scott with a pleasant
alternative to suicide.
Under the competent direction of Arthur Hiller ("Love
Story"), Chayefsky’s screenplay is guided to its complete
film advantages. Recalling such films as "M.A.S.H." it
becomes increasingly more difficult to believe the Kildare’s
and Welby’s actually exist.

Dance troupe

’Hot Licks’ return
Dan Hicks and His Hot
Licks returns to Old Town
Theatre, Los Gatos for a
six day engagement, Tuesday through Sunday, March
14-19.

sonalization of an institution.
Scott’s role illustrates the rational individual caught up
in an apparently absurd world. Escape seems his only
way to deal with the terrible contradictions, ineptitude
and greed that surround him. It isn’t until we see Scott
in tears, confessing his impotence (his belief that he cal,
no longer feel) and contemplating suicide, that we clearly see
the depth of Chayefsky’s theme.
"The Hospital" still manages to be a very funny movie.
It is the kind of satire that makes the grotesque comic.
Scott’s brilliant portrayal, for which he has again been
nominated for an Academy Award, of a "guilt -ridden,
suicide prone", genius doctor is as flawless as his
"Patton," though the role is not as well -developed. If
any performance can be termed a show stopper, he
certainly shows us why.
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Campus Review
BY ADENRELE IPOSU
Exchange Editor
San Fernando Valley State
College Band Director Robert Delwarte twisted the tail
of a lion (perhaps a lioness) when he refused to honor a
student senate invitation to discuss "the rasoning behind
his all - male band policy." The A.S. senate voted 16-0 with
one absention to "freeze" the $7,200 budget of the football
band charging sexual discrimination in the membership of
the band.
The discrimination charge was brought by William
Watkins, lower divisibn senator. In an interview with a
local TV newswoman, Band Director Delwarte said, "If
women were admitted to the band, the structure of the band
would change and it would deteriorate."
Cal State Hayward
"To say women never said anything important is absurd,"
said Dr. Robert Martin, chairman of Cal State’s Speech Department and author of soon -to -be published "The Last
Word," a book about women speakers.
"Women are important in reform movements and many
Movements such as child labor
aspects of human life.
and minimum wage laws were initiated by women, but they
never have gotten credit for them," Dr. Martin remarked.
Dr. Martin is being helped with the book by his wife.
The book is "impossible to do myself --I need my wife to
Mrs. Martin can get into such places as the
help me.
Herstory Library at UC Berkeley where men are not admitted." The author added that most of the necessary
information on women is found in that library.
According to Dr. Martin, "The Last Word" will take
at least another year in research and two years before it
is in print.

Students invited
to cultural night
The Intercultural Steering Committee (ICSC) of SJS
is giving students a chance to
indluge in do-do-quito, vegetables Indian style, Chinese
singers and Iranian and Arabic music.
Friday at 6:30 p.m. ICSC
invites students to join them
at the Grace Baptist Church
gym (10th and San Fernando
streets) for a night of international food and entertain -

New center seeks
ties for faculty vacancies
The center was established by President John H.
Bunzel because, as he notes,
competition for women and
members of minority groups
as prospective faculty members is severe throughout the
country.
"For this reason," Pres.
Bunzel stated, "it is imperative that accelerated efforts
be pursued by all college
personnel with recruitment
responsibilities to seek out
such candidates wherever
thy may hi-

Arabs
set
program

Thursday, 16
"Arabian Night.
Featuring:
Folk Dance, Music,
Chorus Refreshments will be
served. (CU. Ballroom,) 7 p.m.
Admission to all events
is free.
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AERONAUTICS DEPT

FREEDOM REALLY ALL ABOUT?

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER:
"... Detailed, live demonstrdtions . Genuinely erotic without the necessity of
makin. the audience feel dirty."
DAILY VARIETY
"...’Sexual Freedom" is a straight forward defense of erotica and sex educain for its own sake ...slick’ .roduced edited and .hoto.rahed
YOU BE THE JUDGE: WHAT IS OBSCENE?

WARNING!

ANYONE MENDED
BY COMPLETE
NUM. /RANKNESS
T.HOU4.0 NOT VIEW
THIS MOToON
PICTURE

F

I

...For Your
Dining Pleasure

A memorable evening

of wining and dining
in elegant splendor
FOR RESERVATIONS
PHONE 292-1266
1401 SO. FIRST AT ALMA

LATE FOR CLASS?

WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU
-LOW RATES Oil Change

Tires

Brakes Fixed

SINCE

1936

Batteries

Tune-up
78 So. 4th, San Jose
Next to new "Burger Chef"

295-8968

We’ll sell
you this
Fisher T-shirt for 1.
1. What is sensitivity?
2. What does a muting control do?
3. What is a Hertz?
I. A car bearing a corpse
2. The number of back and forth
vibrations of an AC signal in
I second.
3. A national car renting company.
4. What does the term "selectivity" mean?
S. The control that makes it possible to
listen to the full range of sound when
music is played at a low volume is called:
I. Range control.
2. Loudness contedr control.
3. Volume contr. I
6. What purpose does a high filter
control perform?
7. What are Baxandall controls?

COMING ON CAMPUS

NOTICE

SILVA

IICIELODEON

LINCOLN & CEDAR ITS.
SANTA Cala
026-75TX

Obligation: 21/2 years tor ground officers and
31/2 years after flight training for pilots

Never in the history of this theatre has a film drawn such outstanding comment
CUSTOMERS
"Absolutely the best yet!" "Can they show that?" "One scene was revolting to
me, but the rest was fantastic!" "I learned about things I didn’t even know
existed, and I’m the mother of three children!" "How can this film be seized - I
found it to be a shattering, but uplifting experience"

N A

10% t

Or, if you stump us with one of these questions,
we’ll give you the T-shirt for nothing.

PUSSYCAT THEATRES PRESENT THE GREATEST - MOST CONTROVERSIAL
ADULT FILM IN THE HISTORY OF MOTION PICTURES.THIS IS THE FILM THAT
SET THE ENTIRE NATION ON ITS EAR!
ONE WEEK ONLY.

PlhaSV
Sa4
Rtip
40\ s"C’ocstlir,"

at

40 hours civilian pilot training during senior
year
Commission as a 2nd Lt. upon graduation
from college
Starting salaries from $70041000
per month

TALK TO THE MARINE CORPS OrICIR

111,14S

1110

FREE

P’

WHAT IS

11111 i S.

SWITCHBLADE

Training and pay
Immediate draft deferment
of $540 for 6 weeks during summer No on cam
pus training or drills Options of $100 per month
while in college

Wednesday, 15
"Role of culture and
tradition in the Arab
revolution." A lecture
by professor George
Abed. (CU. Costanoan
Rm.) 2:30 p.m.

III a

prices.
We’re not out I
make a profit, just to pro
vide a service."

AND THE

The Platoon Leaders Class (pilot ground or law)
,ffers to eligible students:

Tuesday, 14
An open discussion
by students on the iii cent developments in
the Middle East. (Cl’
Guadalupe Room) 1 p.m

Probably often especially
if you live in a dorm where
soda machines abide in the
company of candy and ice
cream and milk and cigarette
machines.
Sitting side by side, they
whirr and whine and eat the
money, and sometimes, if
you’re really lucky, drop the
product you pushed the button
or pulled the knob for.
In West Hall a soda machine boycott was instigated
after Christmas break to
protest the price raise from
15 cents to 20 cents. It’s
been estimated by the distributor that machine sales
were down by 30 cases in
three weeks.
But dormies were not
going thirsty. Four enterprising residents opened a
soda concession, operating
out of the four -cubic foot refrigerators allowed in the
rooms and the window sills,

,ittk4 tomatt.1) kuii,v S a S Mal
flea.
Two of the original entrepreneurs have left the dorm
system but the remaining two
have revived the concession
With the advent of hot
weather the waffles can no
longer serve as cool storage
places so the salesmen have
progressed to a full size refrigerator.
In two weeks they made
back their original investment on the soda as well
as paying for the refrigerator.
According to one salesman, who prefers to remain
anonymous to avoid possible
confrontation with a distributing company, "Our best
sellers are cola and lemon
lime and black cherry. We
also carry the traditional
root beer, orange and grape
with some creme in stock.
"As you can see, we offer
a better selection than the

/ 00 E. 10 ,0

V ELLOW
%FIRM
E

THE CROSS

FRESHMEN -SOPHOMORES--JUNIORS:

Monday, 13
Childretts art exhit»
tion. (all day, C.U. Ball
room.)

By LYNNE MAYFIELD
How many times have you
walked up to a campus soft
drink machine and found
fastened to it a sign like
"Please do not feed this
It’s a greedy
machine.
BLEEP and won’t give you
anything in return."
Or "the damn thing doesn’t
work!" or "Forget it!" or the
best of all possible silent
signs, masking tape over the
coin slot?

N.01i, at

1$4418/1
EERY ORS DENA
RISS8111111 II IT REIM

Military Service? SERVE AS A
MARINE OFFICER

The organization ui
Arab students at SJS is
sponsoring its annual
cultural program from
March 13 to March 16.
The events will be as
follows:

Students strike back;
coin machines thirsty

PRINCETON PLAZA

women, minorities
A Faculty Search Center
has been established to help
all academic departments in
seeking qualified women and
members of ethnic minori-

ment.
Groups participating include the Iranian, Nigerian,
Chinese, Arab, Indian,
Russian and Thai students.

FRANK
ZAPPA’S
200 NIOTEL%
RINGO STARR &
MOTHERS OF
INVENT/ON

PEN DAILY AT 12 NOON

PUSSYCAT

294-

I o iS SAN SAIVADOR, SAN JOS
tiormorl, 0,0 Gay

YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO
T T
AIN A
I
EC

ABSOLUTELY ADULTS ONLY
NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED!
:;
Pt,

8. What is a watt?
1. A unit of light.
2. A unit of power.
3. A unit of efficiency.
9. What is distortion?
10. How do the various power
measurements, such as Peak-to-Peak,
IHF, EIA and RMS relate to actual
output power?
11. The ability of a speaker to follow
low-frequency signals of large
amplitude is called:
1. Transient response.
2. Compliance,
3, Efficiency.
12. What is the function of a
crossover network?
13. What is meant by an acousticsuspension speaker system?

Introducing the Fisher TS-100 T-shirt.
It’s at least a $3.50 value, as you know if you’ve
priced T-shirts lately.
And we’re selling it to you for only $1.
Not only that, but we’re making it easy for
you to avoid paying anything for the T-shirt.

14. What arc the advantages of a
heavy turntable platter?
15. Wow and flutter are:
I. Changes in power output
of an amplifier.
2. Distortion caused by variations
in turntable or tape deck motor speed.
3. Irregularities in the human voice.
16. What are the main benefits of
electronics tuning?
I. More accurate than manual tuning.
2. Lower cost than manual tuning.
3. Provides convenient remote
control tuning.
17. What does the term "capture
ratio" mean?
18. What is an IC?
19. What do tape monitor circuits do?
20. What is the TS-100?

Just ask any Fisher salesman any of the twenty
questions in this ad, and, if he doesn’t know the
answer, you win the shirt.
And we have a heart-to-heart talk with that salesman.
Note: If you want a copy of the official answers,
ask the dealer listed below.

MUSIC CITY
448 Winchester Blvd. Tel. 248-1856
San Jose
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by Lee Nordling
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I DON’T HAVE Amy

BY CAROLE BROWN
a department on campus that ta.q.eives most of
1 nci
its applause from small hands.
It goes about its job with a minimum of noise and a
maximum of efficiency.
The Speech and Hearing Department doesn’t have the
time to advertise itself Aside from helping students on
the SJS campus with speech and hearing problems, the
students from this department go out into the community
and recruit people, mostly children, into their program.
All this results in a community service program
headed by students and supervised by teachers.
"The students need 275 hours of work-study to graduate,"
Said Mrs. Kay Giannetto, assistant professor in the department "By helping people in the community, the students
can gain their hours, plus gain valuable work experience."
The community service program in the department has
approximately 80 students working with 180 clients. These
clients may be from as far away as Gilroy, and as close as
the SJS campus.
-We welcome all who have language, speech, articulation
or hearing problems to come to us," remarked Mrs.
Giannetto.
"We need more people for our students."
The service organization operates Monday through
Friday. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and charges approximately $40 for
diagnosis and therapy.
-We are the least expensive training program in the
state." commented Mrs. Giannetto, "and possibly in all the

Editor to show film
unhum Room. Admission is free.
Acting as a special
correspondent for CBS
News and Pacific News
Service, Garrett traveled to Vietnam iii
January.
He will show films of
thy’ damage from the
, .inbings in the north.
as interview with Lt.
Commander David Hoffman, a pilot shot down
during December, and
interviews with victims
’ of the bombings.
Garrett will tell his
% ’opressions of how the
,Tth Vietnamese soi\ 1,,ty is organized to
_. ’,,aintain its strength
1,.1 determination and
’ how they treated him as

,

state colleges. All that the $40 per client pays for is new
equipment."
Though the service program deals with college students,
most of its clients are young children, the youngest of whom,
come from the Head Start Program.
Mrs. Giannettoo commented, "We’ve found if we can
get these children before they go to school it’s helpful.
The sooner we get them the better it is for the child."
Mrs. Giannetto also remarked that her department
works very closely with the Occupational Therapy Department." If it finds out that one of its clients has a speech
or hearing problem they will send him over to us," said
Mrs. Giannetto, "and vice versa."
The Speech and Hearing Department also sponsors
special workshops for students and professional speech
pathologists and audiologists in the community three times
a year. The next one will be Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
in the C.U. Umunhum Room.
A team of experts on the cleft palate will be there, giving
a demonstration of how a child with this defect is diagnosed
and treated. Also with this team will be workshop speaker
Kenneth R. Bzoch, professor of communicative disorders at
the University of Florida.
"Invitations are sent all over Northern California to
speech pathologists, audiologists, and orthodontists," stated
Mrs. Giannetto.
When asked at what stage a student is first able to work
with a client, Mrs. Giannetto remarked, "First of all the
student observes. He does this as soon as he enters the
department. Then in his senior year he is able to work with
his first client."
The average client being treated in the department stays
with the program for approximately one year. In that time
he may be treated by as many as three students.
"On the average, the student stays with his client for
one semester, and then is moved on to someone else," said
Mrs. Giannetto.
"The School of Education is moving toward the idea that
college is not a white ivory tower and is not meeting the
needs of the community. College cannot be isolated from
the world," she concluded.

Brown to teach;

relinquishes title
Dr. James W. Brown,
dean of graduate studies,
will relinquish his administrative position to teach
again next semester.
Dr. Brown has been dean
for 18 years and is returning
to the School of Education.
He has recently co-

an American.

authored two books in the
field of education. "Working
on them during the past two
years has forced me to retool," he stated, "and now
seems like a good time to
put to work as an instructor
what I have learned through
the process."

LIspso.rtiEtg tut idle
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MEET INGS
TODAY
SHOTO KAN KARATE CLASS, 3p
.
Women’s Gym 101
Experimental
College IS sponsoring this introduc
tory class
SPARTAN SPEARS, 430 prn,CU
Pacheco Room
ICSU, 4 30p m Intercultural Center,
Tenth and San Fernando streets
EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE, 0-5
p m . Busoness 103 Beginning rock
clembing class
SIERRA CLUB, 7 30 pm,
CU
Almaden Room Camping and tree
planting tree to Yosemite will be
discussed Everyone welcome
SAM, 7 p
, The Seven Sae’s, 4942
Stevens Creek Blvd Topic
"How
to Score on Your Job Application "
JESUS PEOPLE UNITE, 1 30 pm
campus chapel
CIRCLE K CLUB, 6 30 pm, CU
Almaden Room
SPEAKERS
TODAY
GERRY O’KEEFE, of the official
I R A . will speak on the socialist
revolution currently taking place in
Ireland, noon. Seventh Street
MISC
TODAY
ON CAMPUS RECYCLING, 8 a m-2
pm. Seventh and San C arlos streets
Bring glass, tin, and aluminum con
tamers
CHILD CARE ACTIONCOMMITTEE,
petition table will be set up near
Indostreal Arts Building, today

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

SOUTHERN EUROPEAN
WORKSHOP
r OMP APi IVE EDUCATION AND CUL TURE-

FRIDAY, MAR. 10 - -7:30 P.M.
Room 100, in the Education Bldg
(Corner of 7th and San Carlos).
PARK YOUR CAR IN THE GARAGE NEXT DOOR!

SLIDES WILL IW SHOWN

VOLKSWAGEN
SPECIAL
1. Tune-up
2. Adjust valves

CINEMA 1501AL
DIRTY HARRY

SPRING

9. 3 quarts of oil

CS

NOW!

10. New points
11. Adjust brakes

1.1110

all for

Personality"

With John Wayne

McGraw Hill

SKIN GAME

also specialize
Official lamp
Motor Overhaul
adi station
Transmission
Brakes

VW work

Fr; 7 30 5

PRUNEYARD 311
3121

THE COWBOYS

12. Check transmission
$ 25.00
Fluid -add
with this ad
13. Check brake fluid -add
(Good until
14. Check battery fluid -add
April 15)

C00/10SI.
71(1111

? 0

1964 edition.

C

PRUNEYARD 3/1

3020

for

.

4111

a
a

SHAFT
PLUS

ALEX IN
WONDERLAND

96
86

Muldeet
’64 RAMBLER AMERICAN
seats. gd mileage. 1 owner. rebuilt
engine 8350 287 7279

comewen...

$5.50

SUMMER OF "42

per edition

MCABE AND
MRS MILLER
ell
Ii

IMPORTED CAR SERVICE

REGENCY
SHAFT
PiUS

(Next to Barreirs Fish & Chips)

ALEX IN
WONDERLAND

294-1562
8.1

Bring to

CAISII14:1

I’

’69 BUICK SKYLARK Deluxe, automatic, power stering. hard top, two
door, radio $1750 Call 287-9414
11611 HONDA 160; X Int to res , new head.
rings. olives, plugs tool set, shop
manual included. 14.500 miles $250
or offer Palo Alto, 323-2054

PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W San Carlos 294-1455 Just
west of Sears Kong-Gueen $24. Dbl
$22, Twin SIC Safety Liners $2,
Frames $10 plus 10 -Year Guarantee on all beds Water Sofas. U L
Listed heaters, pillows, tapestries
Ask about our N R 0 policy 294-1455

CLEAN 1964 DODGE
window -van,
great for camping, paneled, carpets,
$1295 or offer
auto overhauled
354-3986

ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
is a lovely large "fresh cut" flower
shop We have the best quality flowers
at the lowest prices in town Lovely
carnations at 51 00 do: (no kidding)
Long stem roses at $350 61 $450 doe
(in a florists box for additional 65c1
Daisies 65C bunch, Bachelor Buttons
95C bunch.-- -Daffodils, Tulips. Iris,
Stock, Violets etc etc etc You name
-we’ve got WI Whether youbuy one
flower or dozen you will receive the
same "fuss & ribbons" Every pur
chase is gift wrapped You never got
so much torso little money TR Y US--YOU’LL LIKE USII We also have
large selection of potted plants. terrariums, dish gardens and dry arEverything at
rangement flowers
prices you can afford Our specialty
is our small ’fir the hospital" arrangements at $1 95 & $2 50 They’re
cute and "just enough" We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday 11/2 day
Holdleys) 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356.6314 or 356-4839 let the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Mrdber Park)

RENAULT ’65: good cond econormgood handling for city & country
$375 Call
possible camper for 2
2116-43041
1968 YAMAHA Ym 20 305cc Accessoroes, Great on gas, parking, insurance Fine coed $325 297-7731
even

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 350 per
pound
Any amount Ph 293-2954
LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books
1;2 price Quality books and records
purchased. Top pr ices pond - cash. or
trade Lots of fiction, supplemental.,
and classics.
RECYCLE
BOOK
286-6275 186S 2nd St.

RELIVE THE 20’s AT SULLIVAN’S
"DIRTY
FEATURING
SA LOON
MARY" IN AN ORIGINAL 20’s ATMOSPHERE. DIRECTL Y BEHIND THE
"RED BARN" 3166 MONTEREY RD.
ENCOUNTER -SENSORY AWARENESS
Humanist Community of San Jose 4
& 24 March, 8 p m Contribution 52
738 N 2nd St Call 294-5017

FAST, ACCURATE, Experienced typist
IBM Selectric pica Can edit
4 miles from SJS Mrs Aslanian Call
298 4104

HUSTLERS
SAT. & SUN. ONLY
Earning potential -in excess of $100
Green Thumb Inc 249-4010
a day

RFNT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
month, free service, no contract Call
Esche’s 251 2598
L:CENSED CHILD CARE. Close to
campus
Reasonable rates Fenced
yard
Lunch
Mrs
Mc Curley
224-1489

EXTRA INCOME Telephone from home
evenings 4.9 pm Good commission
For interview
Sports coupon book
call 379-9064

PARACHUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION
Complete first jump course
All
equipment furnished Special student
Stevens Para -Lott Oakland
rates
Airport. 569-5358

HELP WANTED
YOU WANT US!
Your Chance to Help Other People
Money Is A Bonus
Freedom; Fun, Education
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th 02 297,3866
John & Mary Rhoades

WAY VOICE - PIANO
STUDIO
Today’s Music or "Classical"
Beginners Professionals
San Jose -286-8917,
Santa Crux 476-6616

MALE COUNSELOR for emotionally
disturbed adolescents. Room le Board
20 flexible hrs /week. 247.0250 Mr.
Ladd.

GREEN THUMB LOVES YOU
If you’re really onto management call
249-1040
WANTED USED REFRIGERATOR in
good condition. Will pay $30. Call
Brian 289-1982

ATTRACTIVE GIRLS WANTED for
nude modeling Study while you work
$50 to $100 per
No sex or porno
Full or part lime, mornings,
day
Artists 61
afternoons, v en i ng s
Models Studio 1415 Alameda SJ
998-1965

7 DAYS
THE SUBMARINE
OPEN
Tropical Fish and Supplies
Candle Craft and Supplies
97 E San Salvador
293 8006

"ATTRACTIVE I SHAPELY COED’S
WANTED"
for photographers studio
Models
needed at 1$5 per 1;2 hr ) For more
info Call 328-7071

AUTOMOTIVE
Want to inspect hundreds of used
vehicles in one stop’ All makes’
All niodels.All prices Free Admission, Free Parking PUBLIC AUTO
MART See our ad Announcements

JOSE-TELEPHONE SALES-Long hair
354-6166
ok. 52 to $3 plus pr/hr
UNLIMITED MONEY OPPORTUNITY
Direct Sales/Crew Management Ma
lure Interested students only A new
Ecological Service in Gardening Cali
253-157
253.1589

BARGAIN. ’69 JAVELIN with 390 cu
Excellent condition
Orig $4,100
Asking $1,550 Call Dave 209-9750.
MOB - ’64- super shape, wore wheals,
radials tonneau, rack, miwpainl, 9475/
offer Call 2446189.after 5

PAID STAFF POSITION WITH EXSuperMale
TENSIVE training
vise 6 male mentally retarded adults
on residence club 48 hr shift plus
522 a
staff time 1-3 units credit
Mrs Roberts 295day plus hrly
1065

’67 PORSCHE 1112 AM/FM Michelin
tires Excellent cond 83,500 or offer
Dale 298 3738
VW 111 BUS w/bed 65 cog andirons
GO. wig., body needs work. 91525/of r
262-2100. x-2361 Ann. p.m. 327-0844
’112 OLDS CUTLASS. Convert A/T
P/S, New transmission, battery, tires,
Excellent condition 5375/
carbur
offer 964-4556
FOR 5ALE-1967 Pontiac LeMans ConCall 251-7355 after 6 pm
vent

NO TIME TO CLEAN your house or
apt
We’ll clean it for you
$5
a week Call Sandy or Linn 298-48139

CLASS 3 Bdron. APT. ONLY ONE
LEFT AEK - Pool
98’. deposit
return
Newly furnished 470 5 11th
287-7590

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 1
block from campus $50/month. Call
293-3619
FOR RENT April 1, 2 bdrm apt
Furnished $150/rno Close to campus
Call 298-7188 or 295-4482

DO YOU LIVE IN WILLOW GLEN
AND NEED A ROOMMATE? Fem.!.
needs place to live in W G near
SJCC
Must have own room Will
pay up to $75/mo lin utol I See Julie
029 during day
al 875 Northrup St
eec Thur & Sun Prefer other girls
or couple

FRIDAY
BAND"
Leonard
Morris

FOR PROBLEM PREGNANCY CARE,
pregnancy testing, contraception and
sterilation
Call Family Planning
Alternatives 298.9011

TRANSPORTATION
NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE
FROM $299 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN
FROM $349 HOUND TRIP
CALL
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN -19161
451-7905
4248 OVERLAND, DEPT B
CULVER CITY, CA , 90230

CRAFTSMAN’S HOUSE close to campus has room available the 1st of
April
House privileges. Call 8-11
pm 286-1602

USED REFRIGERATOR, very good
condition $50. Call Collete 295 2826

HARMONY

share room, S50 m
FOR RENT:
Ivy Mal 197 E
kitchen privileges
See Danny Labreo
Sr. Fernando

NIKON CAMERA w/50 MM loose very clean and nice $175 356-5681

200 WATT STEREO COMPONENTS,
New AM -FM stereo multiplex radio
reciever with professional g
d
turntable
Built in eight track tape
player. extra large air suspension
speakers
Value over $325.
Sell
$225 or best offer Call 251-4092

FREE - TOUR OF TWA 747 Thur.,
TWA, San
March 9. at 830 pm
Francisco Internation Airport
Prizes. Movies, Giveaways F roe
parking coupon available at Spartan
Travel Mart, College Union RSVP
TWA Rep Bruce Freeman 257 5887

THESIS TYPING - ELECTRIC Master’s
Reports Diserttions
Marianne Tamberg 1924 Harris Ave
Call 371-0395, San Jose

SM, 2 BDRM. $135, 1 bdrm. $110,
Studio $85 Fare
Cleaning Fee
292-6723

GOLFERS-Half set of golf clubs 356-9-p irons, 1 -3 -woods, and bag
297-7016
520
Call after 5 pm

Chonese Art of Self’
KUNG -FU:
Defense Class opening Thur. 7 p m
901 N 8th St
Call 292’4530/298’
5861 No contracts.

GIRLS ONLY! New rooms with kotchen
prey, From $60. 9150. 9111 and 278
Across campus Parking.
S 10th
Phone -295-8526 or 295-8514.

27" 10-speed. Good condition $6500
1955 Indian 750 CC $50000 Steve
2117-7631

ASANI PENTAX SPOTMATIC Ft 4 lens
with electronic flash Like new $250
742-4050 after 5 p m

FLICKS "THE BOYS IN THE
Starring K enneth Nelson,
Frey 76 10 p m. Mar 10
Dailey Aud. Admission SOc

AUTO INSURANCE
No driver refused - low mo rates
Harvey Doesner - 241.3900

WATER BEDS
San Jose’s oldest
water bed store, Yin Yang Water
invites you to compare
Bed Co
quality, price. and service LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 2611 diameter, orange and white Great for
Only
ceilings, drapes, clothes, etc
Visit one of our stores at 400
$S
Park Ave.
IS blocks west of SJSI
Ph. 286-1263 or 28 E Campbell Ave
lat Winchester) Ph 378-1040

KENMORE ZIG-ZAG SEWING MACHINE with cabinet $50
734.1680

COMPLETE NATURAL VITAMIN
LINE -AT direct manufacturer prices!.
Name brand formulations at 1/2 to
Don’t be ripped off
1/4 off retail.
Try us
by the health food stores
WHITE FRONT PHARMACY
first.
in Sunnyvale -152 East El Carnono Real 245-6742
or call for more into
or 295-8444 aft 9

TYPING, Experienced, fast. also editing
Former English teacher
244-6444 aft 6 Mary Bryner

$75 A MONTH TO SHARE turn 3
bdrm house 2/married couple on Cambrian area of San Jose 371-4685

OVATION, GUITAR, Accoustic perfect cond Must sell. $200 or best
offer 377-4972 Dave

LOOM 190 TOSTADAS AND TACOS.
Most show Student Body Card. Senor
Taco, 17th & E. Santa Clara Sts,

STUDENT RENTALS
Furnished Houses
3 8 4 Bedrooms
1 Baths
Furnished Apts & Studios
& 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists since 1955
Borello Realty, 295 No 10th
Call 297-2410

REFINED, furnished rooms, male
K lichen privoleges, no smoking or
drinking 293-3088

HAND MADE RINGS. Choose f mon red
& gold tiger eye. turquois and fire
$10130 & up Ph 225-7472
agate

PASSPORT PHOTOS-ONE DAY SERVICE 4 FOR 53 75.15 minutes se,
vice available Daily 8 am -3 p m
Sat till noon Tinker Bell Studio
1040 The Alameda, SJ

FRIDAY
BAND"
Leona,
Morris

STUDENT ELECTRICIAN WANTEDlo
Most
fox my burned 0,4 outlets
know what the hell he’s doing, Call
295,8444 Larry or John

FINE CLASSICAL GUITARS FOR PERFORMERS AND TEACHERS Lessons
Sunnyvale 783-2671

SLEEPER SOFA- Perfect - Blue Naug
$50 Uphol boudoir chem. $10 Call
249-4362

WANTED: OLD STEREO Components
Discards only please Call Ken 2778568

ARTISTS’ MODEL available for an tests, photographers, students, groups.
workshops
Rules open NO porno
After 5, weekends. 275 6168
WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your friendly neighborhood Typos
Service 287 4355 lAmanuensis, any.
one,/

FOR SALE
THE PISCEAN
35 S Fourth, 1/2 block from SJS
Library King Queen complete waterbeds $46 OD Double $44. Twin $33
Frames $10 & up Loners $2, Heaters
$24 and up 10 year guarantee on all
beds Also water sofas, organic furniture, pillows, tapestries
Mellow
sales people and right on prices 35
S 4th 287-7030.

SERVICE S

JOSS ON SHIPS! MEN, WOMEN. Par fed summer job or career No ex Excellent pay
omen. required
Worldwide travel Send $200 for inSeafax. Box 1239 CF.
formation
Seattle, Washington 98111

HOUSING

PUBLIC AUTO MART
Sell your own Vehicle! Invest a total
of $800 and a little of your time
Thousands of "Prospective Buyers"
We
(admitted free) each weekend
average over 30 "Specific Buyers"
for each new VW and moderately priced
transportation vehicle for sale Call
before 500 for a listing of the typeset
vehicles and price ranges "Our Buyers" were looking for last weekend
(Based upon Buyer Ouestiormi re completed each weekendl 2879566 Every
weekend Sat & Sun tam-Ipm Every
weekend Sat & Sun 9.m-4pm Capitol
Drive -In Theatre Capitol Expressway
& Monterey Rd. SJ
PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A Meeting Place for Private Parties
to Buy and Sell Used Vehicles"

246
7111

Spartan Bookstore

Classified Rates
Three
days
225

Four
days
240

F
Ee h add
days lineal day
250
35

4 lines

$1 50
200

Two
days
200

250

2 75

2 90

300

5 lints

230

3 00

325

340

350

.35
35

6 lines
tech adde
bona) line
Add

300

3 50

375

390

400

35

SO

SO

SO

SO

50

WILL PAY

312,

We’

Sot 9 I

Dr. Eggars

’111/ AUSTIN AMERICA POO - New
tires Call 262-7436

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
Home Cleaners (Basic H, L. etc I.
Food Supplements Onstant Protein!
Beauty Aids IProteinited Shampoo etc I
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866

FULL, PART TIME HELP WANTED biodegradable.
Sell the Shaklee line
Liberal
non - polluting prockuts
bonuses, benefits and an excellent
Call 255 0446 of
retirement plan
294-9726

Those interested must
apply before March 15 in
the Personnel Department,
Rm. 215, City Hall.
A date for a practical
examination will be announced later.

FLICKS "THE BOYS IN THE
Stood-mg K ennth Nelson,
Frey 76 10 p.m. Mar. 10
Dailey Acid . Admission 500

MALE ROOMMATE TOSHARE2b4rin
2 bathroom lure apt Close to campus
$35 a me 598S 9th 010 or Call
289-9100
DELUXE FURN. 1 & 1 bdrm apts
4 blocks from campus. Reasonable
rates
See manager 165 E Reed
0 3 SJ
1 BDRM APT. avail $125/mo Also
studio apt $100/mo
Move in now
or resv for June Clean, mod., near
S.D. 751S 2nd St 293-7796
WE NEED A FEMALE ROOMMATE
to share a room in house $55:mo
Near SJS Call 287-7853
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed
immediately to share 2 bdrm apt
$513/month
1/2 blk from campus.
Call 293-4883
3 BORM, 1 BATH HOME for lease
Washer, dryer, stove, large ref rig
$190, 151 & last plus $50 <kip plus
refer
765 S 121h St , Call 295-8429

EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student Travel Discounts, i
ire
student camping tours through out West
and East Europe, including Russia.
SOFA agent for inter-Ed-0p.m student
charter flights.
CONTACT: ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd, LI LA Calif.
90049 TEL 12131 826-S669 12131 12110955 or call campus rep: Steve Cowil
14151 845-7131 hours 4-7 pm
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia, Europe, S America, Africa
etc
All professions and occupations
$700 to $3,000 monthly Expenses paid
Free inforover-tome. sightseeing
mation -Write, Jobs 0
, Dept
04 P0, Box 19371. San Diego. C.
92115
RUSSIA -SCANDINAVIA. 5 inks, $350
Inclusive London departures Small
group camping travel Cages 18-301.
Also Europe. Africa. Write. Whole
Earth Expedotoons, Ltd , U.S. Agents
for Transit Travel Ltd, Box 1497,
K C .Me. 64141
FLYING SOON?
EAST toi Denver. Chicago. New York.
Boston, Washington or Europe WEST
to Hawaii or the-Oreent
Your TWA
Campus Rep Bruce Freemen can help
you make your GETAWAY NOW1 Sane
1 3 witha TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE, EASILY OBTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. CallBruce
al 287,8668 for information
EURORAIL -tours - sofallightscarrentalsksostels pensions sports europeancersshippeng sleeping bags mountainboots. etc
Condor. 2305
828 6011,1

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT and own
ership-many improvements, all sold,
furnished, lower rates, orte-twobdrrn
148 E William 998-2494.

GOING
PLACES ?

WOMEN ONLY! Pamn brim share kit
chen & bath
From $70
260 S
17th 287-3041
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Excl food
Co-ed Just off campus
linen & maid ser Parking, color
Beautiful’
TV
Inside court yard
Run by people who care Shared $20 50
wk Meals optional $10 wk 293-7374
FEMALE to share newly furn room
on all girl house Wash & Dry, priv
refrog, kit prov, one block from cern
$50 mu 441 $ 6th or call
pus
297-4057
VACANCY -2 bdrm tom*. apt 11:2
Furnished 70 So 8th St. or
bath
call 294-7788 or 258-3277
STRAIGHT FEMALE wanted to share
beautiful ant urn apt with 2 others by
287-9521
$58 mu
city college.
APT, FUN. $150 Unfurn $140 Quiet
Ideal for i
roomy, 1/2 blk to SJS
410
One and 1 3 baths
rinmates
5 4th 293-3762

(

PERSONALS
WHAT’S "DIRTY MARY- DOING BE
HIND THE RED BARN ON MONTEREY
RD, COME SEE SULLIVAN’S SALOON
FREE organic home grown America,:
Coll 2935937
puppose very cute
FIRDAY
BAND"
Leonard
Morris

FLICKS "THE BOYS IN THE
Starring K ennelh Nelson
Frey 7 & 10 pm Mar 10
Dailey Wad. Admission 50(

TO JOHN C. I love you - from your
crazy dengbat with the pink barrels
REWARD for Jaime, M, terrier Ni,
collar, multi - colored, thin Wax
homily odorable Call Debby. 297-7484

e

’TRANSPORTATION’

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED
And to place your ad
Phone 2 7 7-317 5.

Psych Course

PRUNEYARD 111

SPARTAN MOBIL
11th and San Carlos

of
Disorganized

PRETTY MAIDS

(1.11

Urgently Needed!
40 Copies

fltfoSl0i.l

N. 4 new spark plugs

HOURS Mon

through Friday, 11 a.rn - 2 30 p m
APPLICATIONS FOR GRADUATION
in June and summer are being taken
The next appointments will be scheduled today for the week of March
13th
Deadline to apply for June
graduation is March 24
VISTA/PEACE CORPS: Students with
Vista and Peace Corps applications
should complete them and sand to
the San Franctsco office, or call
Becky. campus representative at 287
3593
HILLEL FOUNDATION is offering
a non-credit class on beginning Hebrew
The class will meet at the
Jewish Student Center, 47 S 5th
St 7 30 p m every Wednesday
FACULTY BOOK TALK, 12 30 p m
room A and 8 of Spartan Cafe/term
Dr Conrad Borovski will discuss
"De -Schooling Society," by I. Illich
All faculty and students are melted
to attend
FOREIGN STUDENTS returning home
before next September may pick up
an application to attend the Sixteenth
Annual Williamsburg International
Assembly in Virginia from June
47th
Topic will be "American
Reflections and Projections"
A
limited number of Hemel grants are
evadable
Applications are available in the Foreign Student Office,
Admin 269
WEDNESDAY CINEMA, "My Little
Chickadee," 330 and 11 p.m , Morris
Nein, Audeloreom

ibOOiCa,ni0uSANIACLARO

For

ANNOUNCEMENTS

S.J. will offer jobs 1
’ftie city ot San Jose will
conduct a written examination for the position of parks
maintenance repairman on
March 25 at 8:30 a.m in the
City Hall cafeteria, 801 N.
First St

ccLiAnzEtlil

Speech aid available

3. Check compression
4. Adjust carburetor
5. Set timing
6. Change oil
7. Lubrication

Book Talks are held every
Wednesday from noon on, in
the Spartan Cafeteria Room
A & B.
All students and faculty
are invited to attend

c,

!

, .0,-,...I

,nom (lucumentory

Dr. Conrad Borovski,
associate professor of
foreign languages, will review "De -Schooling Society"
by I. Illich at the Faculty
hook Talk.

41.

TN"

Banning Garrett,
Ramparts magazine ed:or, takes his audience
Vietnam tomorrow at
p.m in the C.U. Uni-

Book talk today

3 lines

One
day

ee.,,,,-,
96
86
111

Textbooks
Downstairs

t.1

Revues
sal hose
odor

17 ietln,s and spare. ,or ear hIndl
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Print Your Ad Here:
Mount

Personal.
IC Server"
U Tr...spot-Wenn

City
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR
CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY
CL-ASSIFIED.
’SAN JOSE ST ATE
COLLEGE, CALIF 95114

En los d

$

D’ays

Deadline Two days prior In publocatoon
Conscutovi. Publocaloon date, only
No refunds on canridird yen
PHONE 277 3175

